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Increased risk in PICU
ó Clinical risk is high in Psychiatric Intensive Care

ó Violence/aggression
ó Rapid tranquilisation
ó Inadequate physical health monitoring
ó Antipsychotic high dose and combination 

treatments more prevalent

High dose antipsychotic prescribing on PICU -
National

Prevalence of high dose antipsychotic drugs in PICU 
compared with General Adult Wards

25.3%

53.6%

General Acute Adult Ward
PICU

POMH UK National Audit

N = 4596

N = 483

High dose antipsychotic prescribing in PICU –
SLAM

Prevalence of high dose antipsychotic drugs in PICU 
compared with General Adult Wards

8.8%

17.9%

General Acute Adult Ward
PICU

POMH-UK SLaM Audit

N  = 194

N = 28

Prevalence of antipsychotic combination on 
PICU - National 

Prevalence of combination antipsychotic drugs in PICU 
compared with General Adult Wards 

35.9%

60.1%

General Acute Adult Ward
PICU

POMH-UK National Audit

N = 4596

N = 483

Prevalence of antipsychotic combination on 
PICU – SLAM

Prevalence of combination antipsychotic drugs in 
PICU compared with General Adult Wards 

15.0%

21.4%

General Acute Adult Ward
PICU

N = 28

N = 194
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Risk factors for NMS Risk factors for NMS
High potency 
typical drugs

Rapid dose 
increases

Psychomotor 
agitation

Intramuscular 
administration

Dehydration

High doses

Antipsychotic monitoring recommendations Baseline monitoring of Creatine Kinase
óBaseline CK measurements done 

infrequently

ó First episode psychosis
óN = 64
óMonitoring of baseline CK in 14 (22%)
ó Range:  57 – 5668 IU/L
ó 6/14 patients with CK > 150 IU/L

What is NMS?

ó Neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) is an 
idiosyncratic, life-threatening reaction to 
antipsychotic medication, characterized principally by 
delirium, fever, autonomic instability, and muscular 
rigidity

But

ó There is no universally agreed criteria for NMS

DSM IV Diagnostic Criteria

ó Essential symptoms

ó Severe muscle rigidity
ó Elevated temperature 

>37.2°C associated with 
use of antipsychotics

ó Associated symptoms

ó Impaired consciousness
ó Mutism
ó Tremor
ó Dysphagia
ó Diaphoresis
ó Elevated or fluctuant BP
ó Raised CK
ó Raised WCC
ó Incontinence
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Diagnostic criteria for NMS

ó Levenson
ó Addonizio et al
ó Pope et al
ó Adityanjee et al
ó Friedman et al
ó Caroff et al

óRaised CK does not equate to 
NMS

Diagnosis of NMS

Causes of raised CK
ó Cardiac causes
ó Cardioversion
ó Myocarditis
ó Pulmonary edema

ó Skeletal muscle disease
ó Dermatomyositis
ó Muscular dystophy
ó Myasthenia gravis
ó Rhabdomyolysis

ó Metabolic disease & drugs
ó Alcoholism
ó Diabetes mellitus
ó Malignant hyperthermia
ó Hypothyroidism
ó Statins

ó CNS disease
ó Acute brain injury
ó CVA
ó Seizures

Racial differences in CK levels
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Racial differences in CK levels
ó “In summary, our results clearly show that black men 

and black women have a higher mean total creatine 
kinase level than whites or Hispanics and that the 
majority would be considered to have abnormal levels 
if the usual laboratory values are used” 

ó Black et al, Am J Med, 1986

Increased CK is not uncommon in febrile illness

Effect of intramuscular injection on CK 
levels Exercise and raised CK
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Areas of uncertainty

ó Can you have NMS without rigidity?
ó Can you have NMS without raised CK?
ó What to do about asymptomatic increases in CK?
ó Are some antipsychotics more likely than others to 

lead to NMS?

What to do with patients with raised CK?

What happens when we get it 
wrong??
ó Fatality
ó Potentially useful drugs are eliminated from the 

armamentarium
ó Unnecessary delays in treatment
ó Unnecessary investigations

Conclusion

ó CK is an unspecific test with poor reliability used in 
the assessment of an improperly defined condition.

ó There is an urgent need to ensure baseline monitoring 
of CK and an algorithm for appropriate action 
following increases in CK


